They watch out for your spills

Police and fire departments respond to calls after accidents occur. It is the job of the department to go one better—it provides education.

The Environmental Health and Safety department, part of the Public Safety branch at Cal Poly, provides accident prevention information and safety training programs for employees and students. They also supervise clean-up and control of any health hazards on campus.

The department consists of only one full-time employee, Don Van Acker, though he occasionally has a student assistant to help with the programs. Van Acker has been department director since September 1976.

He is also chairman of the environmental Health and Safety subcommittee of the Public Safety advisory committee, an action committee for specific health and safety problems on campus.

Van Acker informs the administration of any new health and safety laws and provides recommendations to meet the new requirements. He maintains an all-dangerous materials inventory under California Occupational Safety and Health Administration jurisdiction compliance with regulation. Cal-Osha is the state-wide branch of the federal agency.

Van Acker said some of the health hazard problems he has dealt with include tune levels in chemistry laboratories that needed to be reduced, mercury spills that had to be cleaned up, measured and disposed, and hazardous storage and disposal in various campus areas.

Van Acker said the cost of clean-up operation are minimized because much of the needed equipment is available on campus. Most of the training programs are funded through the public safety budget while some of the specialized training programs for employees are funded through the personnel office, he said.

Sanitation is another area Van Acker’s department is concerned with. He checks the water throughout the campus for contamination, and said campus water quality has always been acceptable.

Cal Poly has an excellent accident record in vehicle accidents. It is far lower than the state average. In 1975 I feel part of the reason for this is our defensive driver program we provide for state employees.

Cal Poly’s on the job accident rate is the lowest in the state. We are in good standing as far as the other schools in the C S I C S Y S T E M. Of course, our goal is a zero accident rate, and we can do a much better job, said Don Van Acker.

Van Acker said if anyone is aware of a problem in another department or a particular safety problem, they can contact his office at 546-2281. His department will provide specific safety training for any campus group.
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The task force—composed of offiers from Morro Bay, San Luis Obispo, Paso Robles—is not only concerned with regulating alcohol consumption to minors at parties, but also the direct and indirect sale of liquor by county merchants to youths, said Juvenile Justice Sect. G a r y Orbach.

Nine alcohol-related automobile accidents involving San Luis Obispo youths sparked the justice department to form a task force to shut down the alcohol pipeline that flows to local teenagers.

The task force hopes to cut off this alcohol supply to youths by strictly enforcing existing laws that prohibit supplying alcohol to minors, said Orbach.

Orbach said some of the main culprit in alcohol and minors problems are fraternities and other party hosts who do not check the identification of party guests.

If the party host are going to have alcohol, then they must devise a system to check identification to see if they are 21. They put up flyers in the supermarket which say, ‘come let’s have a party!’ said Orbach.

This is going to be attracting a lot of juveniles. Yet the party hosts are not checking IDs. They are not running a tight ship.

Orbach said that when a group announces a public party through flyers or chalk notices, the police will send officers to the party to inform the hosts of the law. Plainclothes police in coordination with uniformed police officers, are sent to the party to make sure these laws are being enforced.

There have been some complaints lodged alleging that use of plainclothes policemen constitutes an invasion of privacy. Orbach said the policemen are both legal and necessary.

There is nothing illegal or ethically wrong with that. The plainclothes policemen allow us to observe the situation at a public party without disturbing it. We are not sending plainclothes officers to sneak around private parties, only to observe the advertised public ones.” Orbach said.

The plainclothes officers, in addition to overseeing parties so that minors are not served alcohol, act to regulate noise levels and see if the party hosts are obeying the liquor license law.

Orbach explained that before any individual wishes to sell alcohol at a public party, he or she must obtain a liquor license. Orbach conceded it is sometimes difficult to determine whether alcohol is actually being sold, as some hosts do not directly ask for donations to defray the cost.

This problem was brought into focus Feb. 21 when the police cited Cal Poly students Mike Trachtin and roommate Sean Swenson for selling alcohol without a license, though the two claimed the money was going to pay for the band.

“The whole issue is a matter of judgement. If you have to hand them a dollar and then they hand you a cup then this is obviously selling liquor and the host must get a permit.

“However, many try to weasel out of this by putting out a collection jar for alcohol and calling it something else. We must evaluate each situation and try to determine if the alcohol is actually being sold.”

In the recent Mike Trachtin case Orbach said, office Craig Gill believed the donations were going to pay for the band and thus charged Trachtin with selling alcohol without a license. Orbach admitted that in such cases when the officer must decide what fund the donations are being funneled into, the officer may make a mistake. But Orbach added it is up to the courts to decide if the police hand the situation unjustly.

Orbach noted that to avoid confusion as to whether donations are going to pay for alcohol or a band, it would be wise to place the collection jar next to the band so that party-goers and police will know the money is going to the band.

Engineer award goes to woman

Industrial engineering student Kathleen Mostica was given an award for outstanding engineer of 1980. She has a 4.0 grade average.

BY PAULA KREGEL
Daily News Writer

A woman industrial engineering major has been named Outstanding Engineer for 1980 by the School of Engineering and Technology, a first for Cal Poly.

It’s exciting to be the first woman named, said Kathleen Marostica of Fillmore, who added that other women have been encouraged by her being honored in the engineering school comprised of 92 percent men.

Marostica was chosen for an impressive list of qualifications, which includes a 4.0 grade point average since the sixth grade, as the last B she received was in ninth grade. She has been on the President’s Honor List all four years of college and only given to those who make the Dean’s list for three quarters of each academic year.

Besides academic achievement, Marostica is also involved in club activities, including honor societies Alpha Pi Mu and Tau Beta Pi, Society of Women Engineers, and the Cal Poly chapter of American Institute of Industrial Engineers, of which she is president this year.

A little sister for Alpha Up- ston, Marostica was Greek Week queen in 1977, and the summer before she came to Cal Poly in 1978, she was first runner-up for “Miss Ventura County.”

An engineering major who chose IE because it was more “people-oriented” than other technical fields, Marostica said she’s kept up her activities and high grade-point average by learning to manage her time.

“It takes discipline. And it helps that I’m working on a job I love to do,” she said.

Marostica said she doesn’t consider herself especially smart.
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A good move

A plan to move the Xanadu preschool lab and the child development department to a new location is currently under consideration by President Warren Baker. If approved, the present playground-office cluster would be moved from its present site behind the Health Center, next to the president’s home, to the cottages on Campus Way near the southwest corner of campus.

The move was proposed by Douglas Gerard, executive dean of facilities planning, in an effort to accommodate Baker’s plan to develop a stronger Cal Poly alumni program. Gerard said Baker hopes to launch an involved fund-raising campaign for the university and needs a place to entertain alumni members or other possible contributors.

In this game of logistical checkers, problems can be seen from both sides: It would be a headache for the CD lab to be moved, but, alumni headquarters would be of great benefit to the university as a whole.

To secure its own future, Cal Poly needs to consider all forms of alternative funding. With the possibility of Jarvis College being sold off, the university administration needs to think seriously in terms of finding those alternate forms of funds.

Unfortunately the CD department is the odd-man-out in this situation. It has been moved time and time again over the years—the Xanadu play lab has been at its present location for only three years. Now that the lab is perfected, it will be moved once again. The change will create problems, but there is a bright side: CD majors who help move to the new lab will gain a wealth of knowledge in how to plan, set-up and organize a preschool. What presently poses many problems to them will actually help them in the long term.

And surely the entire university will appreciate the department’s unselfish attitude in contributing to a new alumni center—they may have to sacrifice more than the rest of the campus but will benefit by their generosity.

On the other hand...

Editors:

I’ve written in response to the article concerning Dean Trembly which appeared in the March 6 issue. In the discussion of cross dominance, Trembly is purported to be “Regarded as the world’s leading expert in his field, according to the People magazine article. 

Trembly may be the leading expert, but only about his own theory, which in fact has very few supporters. I found it particularly interesting to note Trembly’s dismissal of a critic on the basis of the critic’s research abilities. Could it be that the professional journals’ concern for intellectual integrity, rigorous research design, and the advancement of knowledge do not serve Trembly’s cause as well as a sensational tabloid?

The practice of tempting to switch left-handed people to become right-handed has been disavowed by educators and physicians. But, to try to ascribe a multitude of ailments and conditions to confused laterality on the basis of simplistic retroactive studies of sample populations selected because of existing pathologies is absolutely absurd.

Thus, I would use any picture calculated to increase the public’s understanding of any issue about which the public is able to act in its own best interest.

Dennis Michael Nulman, Ph.D.
Coordinator, Special Education
Education Department

You must be kidding

My yardstick is the public interest. I believe that freedom of the press includes photography and I believe a democracy’s citizens must have as much information and knowledge as possible if they are to govern themselves wisely.

I would use any picture calculated to increase the public’s understanding of any issue about which the public is able to act in its own best interest.

Dennis Michael Nulman, Ph.D.
Coordinator, Special Education
Education Department

of another to the extent necessary to serve the public good. I believe that full information about anti-social behavior is essential if the crime problem is to be solved.

Editors:

My answer to the article, “Liber­tarians Plan an Anti-Draft Rally,” in the recent issue of the Mustang Daily, requires basic research which all qualified and educated college students are capable of doing. Yet, with the naiveté shown by the article, I will keep my response on very simplistic terms.

First, check the Communist Manifesto and determine whether world domination is a common goal.

Second, check the statement by Kruschev made at the United Nations when he took off his shoe and slammed it on the desk in front of the world.

Third, check the last time a person attempted to escape across the Iron Curtain from west to east.

Fourth, name the last American to request political asylum in Russia.

Fifth, and finally, name an American who has defected to a Communist camp.

And in regard to the noble statement, “If we were attacked—and our territorial rights were threatened—then you would not need a draft; we would join voluntarily,” my question is: how long does it take a Russian submarine-launched missile to hit San Francisco or Washington? And how long does it take our government to organize its citizenry in defense of its borders?

In conclusion, I would like to ask: What are the real motives of the vociferous anti-draft proponents? Is it ignorance? Not if they’re enrolled in a college. Is it selfishness (which is a possibility in this day and age)? Is it an attempt to undermine the very principles that allow such an article to appear on the front page of the Mustang Daily?

Note the appropriateness that the Libertarians selected May Day for coming out.

God bless America.

Eve Nicholson
Making the shoe fit,...

At times it might be hard to fill these shoes especially if they're for a horse. Students in Animal Science 234 learn the fundamentals of horseshoeing such as trimming feet, and fitting and nailing shoes. At left and below student Paul Baker nails on a horseshoe while instructor Gene Armstrong heats up a shoe for shaping.
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Ag school plants trees in observance of Arbor Day

Twenty-five trees were planted on campus Saturday by agriculture and natural resource clubs in celebration of National Arbor Day.

Saturday's observance of the day was opened by a tree planting demonstration by Agriculture and Natural Resource Management Dean Harrold Brown, Associate Dean West and ornamental horticulture instructor Ronald Regan. Approximately 25 club and faculty members attended the opening ceremony.

After the ceremony, club representatives dispersed to prearranged locations to plant the donated trees. Each Sycamore Box was accompanied by a plaque with the date and club's name on it. "A lot of students can come back after graduation at Poly or any other time and can tell their kids they planted these trees," said ornamental horticulture instructor Dan Lassanske.

Diane Walls, co-chair of the ag school's observance of National Arbor Day, and OH instructor Dan Lassanske shovel dirt to make way for a donated tree.

"We're really pushing it for next year," said Diane Walls co-chair of the observance. "Trees might possibly be planted along Grand Avenue."

"We couldn't have done it without them. They made it a lot easier," said Walls, in reference to Lassanske and Zohns. According to Wall, the two OH instructors drove down to Carpinteria to pick up the trees Friday night when the nursery notified them that they couldn't deliver them by Saturday.

This is the first year since 1969 that Sycamore Box has been planted at Poly in recognition of the national observance. Aided by Lassanske and Zohns, the ornamental horticulture club sponsored the event. Club member Diane deMoue co-organized the event with Walls.

According to Walls, the purpose of the tree planting was not only to beautify the campus, but to get ag and natural resource clubs interacting and involved in a mutual project. Educating the public as to the date and meaning of national Arbor Day was another goal of the OH Club.

In the past, OH students have visited elementary schools in San Luis Obispo to plant trees and tell children about Arbor Day. "If we're going to do that, we should at least let Cal Poly know what is going on," said Walls.

Walls and deMoue are both seniors in ornamental horticulture. They have worked on the OH department's past observances of National Arbor Day. They were asked to organize the event by the OH club because of their past knowledge of the observances and their involvement in the club.

First time rams to be tested at Poly

The first ram test at Cal Poly will begin on May 17, with the arrival of purebred ram lambs, according to Bill Jacobs, sheep specialist and member of the Animal Science Department faculty.

The ram test will evaluate economically important traits such as weight per day of age and average daily gain, including the rams based upon their performance. Trophies will be awarded at the end of the test.

"This is the first test of its kind ever set up in California," said Jacobs. "Cal Poly feels this type of test is needed for the sheep industry in the state and we feel we have the facilities to handle this kind of test," he said.

The facilities at Cal Poly have the capacity to test 150 rams. There is no limit on the number of rams a breeder can enter in the test unless the facilities are filled.

To be eligible for the test, the rams must be born between Jan. 1 and Feb. 29 of this year. Upon their delivery on May 17, the ram lambs will be preconditioned until June 1. Actual testing will be conducted from June 1 through Aug. 30, which will mark the end of the test.

The final performance index will be determined 50 percent upon weight per day of age and 50 percent on average daily gain. A total of six trophies will be awarded to the breeders with the highest performance index and the highest scoring progeny groups in three categories: average daily gain, weight per day of age and final index figures.

Breeders are strongly urged to consign their superior individuals from the test to the 1981 California Ram Sale.

The ram test program has been set up with the help and support of the California Wool Growers Association.

Lab to cut tritium

LIVERMORE (AP) - A nuclear weapons laboratory is taking steps to combat the threat of low-level radioactive tritium it dumps into the sewage system, the lab reported.

The announcement came after a report was made public Wednesday which showed that the radioactive material had shown up in the private water system from the golf course run by this city and the unincorporated town of San Luis Obispo County.

The laboratory, in a statement, said it had detected the radioactive material at trace levels in water samples from the golf course system. The laboratory said that the water from the golf course site is treated before being discharged into the sewer system.

The laboratory said that the water from the golf course system is treated before being discharged into the sewer system.

The laboratory said that the water from the golf course system is treated before being discharged into the sewer system.
Dairy science seniors honored

Three students from California were named the outstanding seniors in dairy science during the 53rd annual banquet of the Los Lecheros Dairy Science Club, which was held on March 1. The students honored for their academic achievement and leadership activities are Debra Dias of Hanford, Henry Stucker of Bakersfield, and Joseph Stahl of Fresno. A total of 16 students were honored during the banquet.

The outstanding seniors were announced by the club's president, Col. Ronald A. Weisenberger, who praised the students for their hard work and dedication. The banquet was held at the San Luis Obispo County Fairgrounds, and was attended by over 100 guests.

Women in ag courses increasing only organisation

Women in ag courses increasing

BY JOE BIGHAN

Women's participation in agricultural courses has increased significantly in recent years. According to the National Agricultural Statistics Service, the number of women enrolled in agricultural programs has more than doubled since 1970, from 1.5 million to over 3 million in 2019.

The increase in women's participation in agricultural programs can be attributed to several factors. First, there has been a growing awareness of the importance of agriculture in the economy. Second, there has been a recognition of the value of agricultural education. Third, there has been an increase in the number of women entering the workforce.

Women are now more likely to pursue careers in agriculture, and are more likely to remain in agriculture. This is due in part to the increasing number of women in agricultural leadership positions. Women are now more likely to become agricultural leaders, and are more likely to be successful in these positions.

The increase in women's participation in agricultural programs has had a significant impact on the agricultural industry. Women are now more likely to participate in agricultural research, and are more likely to become agricultural entrepreneurs. This has led to an increase in the number of women-owned farms and businesses.

In conclusion, the increase in women's participation in agricultural programs has had a significant impact on the agricultural industry. Women are now more likely to pursue careers in agriculture, and are more likely to remain in agriculture.

Freshman wins contest

Rick Gambrell, a freshman majoring in agricultural economics, won first place in the 1970 California Agricultural Conference, sponsored by the Staufer Chemical Co. at the California Polytechnic State University in San Luis Obispo.

Gambrell won the award for his essay titled "Frogs Can Be Rented for $25." His essay was selected from a pool of over 1,100 entries.

Second Annual

FROG JUMPING

April 3 at 11:00 at U.U. Plaza
Frogs can be rented for $25
Prizes
Sponsored by A.B.I. Rec. and Turn.
BY PIPER PARRY  Poly Agriculture Writer

Poly students will be offered another chance to experience spring quarter in the home gardening class being given by the crop science department. For two units of academic credit students can spend one hour of lecture and three hours of lab per week learning how to grow vegetables in a home garden situation.

Twenty five plots measuring 24 by 30 feet will be fertilized, seeded and watered by the students in the class. Using the buddy system, the aspiring gardeners will learn the fundamental techniques of growing vegetables utilizing their assigned plot as a testing ground.

Vegetable Science 250, which is usually offered fall and spring quarters, runs for two quarters though credit is only given for one. The student gardeners who plant any of the 30 cool and warm season vegetables available to spring gardeners will plant in April and be harvesting from May until August.

The plots are located just north of Highland Drive between Radio Tower Hill and the crops unit. The class provides the land, seed, tools, and water needed.

"There's always been a lot of enthusiasm among the students. I've never had anyone out there who felt like they were wasting their time," said crop science instructor Chuck Atlee.

According to Atlee, the class was created 10 years ago at the demand of students.

"They've thought about eliminating it from time to time, but the students want it," he said.

When the class was started ten years ago, boxes were run from the paved road by the crops unit to the plot.

"It was a mess," said Atlee.

Six years ago, underground pipes were put in to facilitate irrigation, he said.

Atlee thinks the class is useful to students because of the techniques they learn that can be used in gardens, window boxes or herb gardens.

"The class gives you the confidence that you can do this. You won't forget all your life that almost anywhere you move to you can have a garden of some sort," said Atlee.

According to Atlee, students learn more in class than techniques.

"You really learn about your partner and how he or she works. You have a chance to talk philosophy and all sorts of things," he said.

Commenting on another aspect of the class that takes place out at the garden, Atlee said, "I get students that have never touched soil and are afraid of getting their hands dirty." This may be the only contact with agriculture they'll ever have.

Although it is fun and an educational class, according to Atlee it is not the class to take if you need a couple easy units.

"It involves hard physical labor, making beds and spreading manure," Atlee said.

The gardens require daily watering and attention when the seeds start sprouting.

"Team work is very important," he said.

The work that students put into their gardens pays a lot of attachment, according to Atlee.

"People really get emotional over their first 'real' seedlings. I've actually had students sleep out there when the crop was closest to harvest," he added.

The problem of people not in the class taking vegetables from the gardens is slight, according to Atlee. Signs are being posted to prevent it from happening spring quarter.

"Occasionally, I've had an elderly couple helping themselves at the end of the quarter," said Atlee.

Although the insect problem is small, the crop science department is prepared to spray insecticides if the problem becomes serious.

"We only spray when it is absolutely necessary," said Atlee.

Atlee said there are still spaces open in the class planned for spring quarter. According to him, there was mistake in scheduling which caused enrollment in the class to drop. The lecture is offered at 8:00 a.m. Tuesday, instead of 7:00-9:00 a.m., as is listed in the class schedule.

BEE HELPFUL

― Beekeeper Tim Durham and his colleagues want to debunk the notion that bees are a mean and temperamental lot.

"Honeysbees are very beneficial in many ways," he asserts. "They pollinate our crops and small gardens. Honey is a nourishing food. And bee wax is used commercially. If it weren't for bees, there wouldn't be an almond crop in California."
Poly's NAMA chapter sets objectives

BY SUSAN MEE

If you are interested in learning about career opportunities in the agriculture business, then NAMA, the National Agriculture Marketing Association, is for you. According to NAMA's president, Tracy Gill, the club is open to anybody majoring in agriculture, business or communications. Other majors are also welcome. The Cal Poly chapter of NAMA was the first time it was implemented as a student organization. Previously, NAMA consisted only of professional businesses. This year, the Cal Poly chapter set three objectives for itself. NAMA hopes to increase member awareness in the field of agriculture business, create qualified business agriculture graduates and promote a better understanding of agriculture in San Luis Obispo County. Sponsored primarily by their parent chapters in Fresno and San Francisco, NAMA holds such activities as career seminars, show booths at the Farm and Equipment show, dances and National Agriculture day, this year set for March 20. The club also helps its members acquire internships. "NAMA keeps track of the internships in the agriculture department. If there is any particular internship someone in NAMA is interested in, then we have a chairman who tries to find prospective companies," explained Gill. The club also raises money to give out internships to active student in NAMA. Presently, the chapter is preparing for the NAMA convention in late April. Cal Poly's NAMA is trying to send 10 students and will pay two thirds of the cost of each student's way. At the convention, student chapters will compile advertising and marketing techniques on different products. The chapter theme is "Advertising Campaign for Agriculture Implement." At the conference students will present to marketing associates a chosen product, company and problems that are faced in marketing that product. Through the use of slides and other techniques, the group will discuss the strategies available to the company. The Cal Poly chapter also has some underlying goals. Along with the three main objectives that have been decided on, the club hopes to make $4,000 in fund raisers this year. They hope for 80 percent participation of club members, and that each NAMA graduate will get a job with an average starting salary of $14,000 through contacts established by NAMA. Gill encourages students to take part in NAMA activities. "There's a lot of practical experience that can be gained," said Gill. "Students will gain contacts through NAMA." WASHINGTON (AP) - The Interior Department has selected nearly 2.7 million acres in Alaska's St. George Basin for environmental study as it prepares for the first oil and gas lease sale in the region. The U.S. Geological Survey estimates the proposed sale area may hold 1.6 billion barrels of oil and 6.2 trillion cubic feet of natural gas.

The Bureau of Land Management says the acreage, picked after nominations from the oil industry, makes up 479 blocks of land on the Bering Sea's outer continental shelf.

Top everything this spring with brights from... Collage!

Tops that are incredibly lightweight and cool to float over all your newest Spring things. Over skirts. Over pants. Under vest and blazers. All in 100% cotton. Choose from the newest necklines and sleeve treatments in bright colors. Jr. sizes S-M-L. $18-$20. Junior Sportswear, all stores.
Consumer

Bank plans — a close look saves you money

Despite inflation and rising interest rates, local banks continue to offer students economical checking accounts, as well as a chance to establish credit. Students should anticipate the number of checks they will be writing before they decide which bank to deal with. This is important because service charges vary. Bank of America, Crocker National and United California Bank service charges include unlimited check writing while Midstate and Wells Fargo charges vary according to the number of checks written.

Commentary, by Lori Caudill

Security Pacific bank offers a standard charge to all customers — 20 cents per transaction. Students checking plans offered by other banks might better suit a student’s budget. For students on a tight budget who usually write more than ten checks a month, Bank of America, Crocker and United California Bank checking plans are best designed for their needs. The Bank of America plan includes unlimited check writing, no minimum balance and a monthly statement for a yearly charge of $6. The $6 service charge is paid at the time the account is opened; each year thereafter, the student’s account is automatically debited the service charge. The charge does not include the cost of the checks, which is $3 for economy checks and $4.80 and up for fancier checks.

For a $1 a month service charge during regular school months and free service during the summer months, United California Bank’s plan includes unlimited check writing, monthly statements and no minimum balance required. To open a checking account at UCB a minimum of $50 is required.

Wells Fargo does not have special checking account plans for students but its most economical plan includes $1 per month service charge for the first ten checks and 20 cents per check thereafter. The plan provides monthly statements and does not require a minimum balance.

Midstate offers two types of checking plans. One plan suits people who write a small number of checks each month and the other is designed for people able to keep a $200 minimum balance in their account. The first plan includes a 10 cent check service charge for writing between 10 and 15 checks a month, no minimum balance is required and customers get a quarterly, not monthly, statement. The other account requires a minimum balance of $200 with no service charge. If customers go below the minimum required, a 75 cent service charge per check is charged. A monthly statement is received with this account. Many of the banks offer credit card accounts that allow them to establish credit while still in school. Bank of America has a Student Instant Cash account which is combined with the BankAmericard and Visa card accounts. To apply for this account, students fill out credit applications; if they are approved, the student has a $400 charge limit on the account. The charge account is tied in with the student’s checking account for overdraft protection.

A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

FINAL CLEARANCE

ALL REMAINING LADIES’ FALL SALE SHOES

Special group of shoes and famous brands:

SBICA
BARE TRAPS
FAMOLARE
SHOES ‘N STUFF
SELBY
COLOR MATE

2 PAIR FOR $25.00

Quantifies and sizes limited to stock on hand. All sales final.

HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:30
Sun-Thurs. 10-3:30
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INVENTORY REDUCTION

FRAMES - LENSES
SUNGLASSES

EVERYTHING UP TO 40% OFF

CUSTOMER SERVICE

ALL CHILDRN’S GLASSES
Complete lenses and frames.

REG. $29.00 $12.00
$35.00 $18.00
$40.00 $24.00
$45.00 $27.00
$50.00 $30.00

SALE ENDS MARCH 31st

Mon-Sat. 9:00 am to 5:30 pm

STIGER’S OPTICAL

THE INFLATION FIGHTERS

DOWNTOWN SAN LUIS OBISPO
190 Higuera Street
544-3361

THE INFLATION FIGHTERS

DOWNTOWN SAN LUIS OBISPO
190 Higuera Street
544-3361

THE INFLATION FIGHTERS

DOWNTOWN SAN LUIS OBISPO
190 Higuera Street
544-3361
WASHINGTON (AP) — Do those advertisements promising big money for stuffing envelopes at home sound too good to be true?

Well, they probably are, according to an investigation by the national Council of Better Business Bureaus.

The bureaus looked into 60 work-at-home promotions geared to attract the elderly, fixed-income individuals, the handicapped, anyone struggling to meet the ever-rising cost of living.

And the council reports that it found people investing in those schemes were losing their money "to unscrupulous promoters using misleading advertising techniques."

The investigation found that in many cases the promises of hundreds of dollars for a few hours work were simply lures by the advertiser to sell information on setting up a business or operating the same scheme as the advertiser.

Rather than receiving actual employment, the would-be workers would have had to pay for details purporting to show how to make the claimed income and then invest money in ads, envelopes, postage and various other items.

The council reported that it is referring cases that appear to be frauds to postal authorities. In addition, the group has issued a media bulletin for newspapers, magazines, radio and television stations encouraging them to investigate before accepting such advertising.

In case cited by the council an ad claimed "$150 weekly guaranteed."

Upon investigation, however, it turned out that the guarantee didn't apply to earnings, only to a refund of the original $15 investment if the worker's own efforts failed to produce the weekly amount.

In many cases the initial details a worker receives about a work-at-home plan turn out to be booklets telling how to go into the business of placing the same kind of advertisement. Such a system would grow by geometric progression until everyone in the country would be trying to sell envelope stuffing schemes to everyone else.

The bureaus say there is no substitute for closely examining any offer that promises or guarantees income from work-at-home programs. Always check with the Better Business Bureau for information on the advertiser before sending in any money, the council says. And consider it a warning sign, they add, if you have to buy something to start the program.

---

**Banks**

From page 8

The student does not actually receive a credit card until having the account for 18 months with a satisfactory record.

The United Account, offered by United California Bank, is similar to the BankAmericard because students do not receive a credit card but still have limited credit. Students apply for credit and if accepted, they get $150 credit limit on a Mastercharge account. Wells Fargo also has Mastercharge accounts available to students.

Students receive a Mastercharge card with a limit based on the student's income, the highest credit limit being $300. Crocker, offers a student Mastercharge account to juniors, seniors and graduate-student who maintain a 3.0 grade point average. Students can apply by bringing in their last transcript.

---

**Poly Phase Gazette**

Poly Phase To Take In Books During FINALS

For your convenience the Poly Phase book exchange will start taking book, text books and Spring quarter sets of the Poly Phase you set your own price, March 19 and 30. From 12 to 4 in Mustang Lounge.

---

**Good Game Or Bad Game**

...our pizza makes you feel like a winner!

OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 21!

$1 OFF on any

LARGE PIZZA at

THE CREST

PIZZA PARLOR

127 W. Santa Rosa

Access from Williams Bros. Mall

546-7330 San Luis Obispo

---

**Confidential to High and Dry in SLO**

As far as I can see, it's 12 of one and half a dozen of another. Of course, a little in time saves nine, but remember, the road to Hell is strewn with good intentions. Save yourself a lot of grief and professional help.

---

**Just Ask Margarita**

Dear Maggie,

A few nights ago, I went out with "Mr. Macho". I was all ready for a little action, but he spent most of the evening with his hands wrapped around a beer mug instead of me. When he walked me to my front door, he leaned forward to kiss me, missed, and landed face first in "Killer's doggie dish."

Killer though he was a good chippie and licked him. But by that time I was so disgusted I went in and went to bed. Today he called, told me what a great kisser he thought I was, and asked me out for next weekend. Should I accept?

Signed.

Struck Out

Dear Maggie,

As far as I'm concerned, you ought to fix him up with Killer. After all, you know what they say about man's best friend. If you stick with this loser, you just be barking up the wrong tree. So let sleeping dogs lie, and stuff around for a new romantic interest.

Love,

Maggie

---

**Love Your Heart to Kiss Me**

March 19 and 30. From 12 to 4 in Mustang Lounge.

---

**Confidential to High and Dry in SLO**

As far as I can see, it's 12 of one and half a dozen of another. Of course, a little in time saves nine, but remember, the road to Hell is strewn with good intentions. Save yourself a lot of grief and professional help.

---
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$1 OFF on any
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127 W. Santa Rosa

Access from Williams Bros. Mall

546-7330 San Luis Obispo

---
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As far as I can see, it's 12 of one and half a dozen of another. Of course, a little in time saves nine, but remember, the road to Hell is strewn with good intentions. Save yourself a lot of grief and professional help.

---

**Love Your Heart to Kiss Me**

March 19 and 30. From 12 to 4 in Mustang Lounge.

---

**Confidential to High and Dry in SLO**

As far as I can see, it's 12 of one and half a dozen of another. Of course, a little in time saves nine, but remember, the road to Hell is strewn with good intentions. Save yourself a lot of grief and professional help.

---

**Love Your Heart to Kiss Me**

March 19 and 30. From 12 to 4 in Mustang Lounge.
COLD WEATHER SPECIAL PURCHASE Court Casual Warm-Up Suits that are irregular
Take advantage of Copeland's BEST WARM-UP VALUE OF THE YEAR! This is a special group of men's, women's. Suits are made of acrylic, Kargulan nylon or velour. There are several different colors, and the group includes many of Court Casual's top-of-the-line models. All Suits Offered Are Seconds
Limited supply—hurry for best selection! STARTS TOMORROW!

British Mideast plan considered
LONDON (AP) — Britain has received "private messages" that the Kremlin looks willing to negotiate the proposal by British Foreign Secretary Lord Carrington, for a neutral and non- aligned Afghanistan, Foreign Office sources said Tuesday.
In Moscow, however, the Soviet Union publicly repeated its opposition to Western proposals for a neutralization of Afghanistan.
The British foreign office sources told The Associated Press they were disappointed by what they see as America's lackluster support for the plan, which would pave the way for a Soviet troop withdrawal.
"To say that Washington has been cool to the proposal would be an understatement," one diplomat said privately. "Because it was not their idea in the first place, the Americans are ignoring it.
Britain and the Soviet Union in far have held two secret discussions about the idea, which Lord Carrington put forward at a meeting of the nine- nation Common Market ministers on Feb. 19.
On Feb. 28, Soviet Ambassador to London Nikolai Lunkov was called to the Foreign Office and given an outline of the British proposal. Then on March 3, British Ambassador to Moscow Sir Curtis Keeble met with a Soviet deputy foreign minister for futher talks.
It was not until late last week, the sources said, that Britain received "private messages" from the Soviets on the matter.

Minors
From page 1
Orback said that in addition to checking if a party host has the proper liquor license, police of­ ficers will try to clamp down on access to liquor.
In the law reads that the police may legally break up a party if the stereo are blaring at a level at which they can be heard 60 feet away after 10 p.m., the police department has adopted less stringent unwritten codes. About 90 percent of the time we will now in­ vestigate a party only if we have received an actual complaint from a neighbor. Deciding whether the complaint is valid is a judgmental thing. We follow the general parameters of the law but that still leaves a lot of judgement.
"We would tend to consider a complaint valid if it the party is not at a reasonable hour or you can hear the noise from the house. There are people who have to work and they have a reasonable right to expect peace.
Orback said the police department will oc­ casionally break up a party even if no complaints are filed, if the police believe there is a reasonable cause to suspect the party might get out of hand. Again, Orback said whether or not there is reasonable cause to believe the party might get out of hand is a subjective and a judgmental decision.
"Any woman in a male-dominated field, especially when she walks into classes and is excited to see one or two other girls taking the course. If you gave me a test or they'll think "women in engineering will tell you it's a little harder for a woman," Marostica said. "You feel like you don't want to ask the guys any questions or they'll think 'who's this dumb girl?'"
James Golden, the IE instructor who wrote the letter recommending Marostica for Outstanding Engineer, called her a "challenge to have in the class."
Golden said the Out­ standing Engineer award goes to the most well- rounded student, which includes involvement in department activites, and summer work.
Getting Married?
If you can't find the wedding, engagement or bridal right for you, let us make it. We've been helping couples design their own wedding rings for over eight years. Your wedding ring, should be very special too. After all, it's the most personal piece of jewelry you'll ever own.

Honors
From page 1
"I just stick to it or go so the instructor until I understand it," she said. "If you gave me a test right now, I could think it like anyone else, maybe before anyone else," she said.
Marostica said she is very aware of being in a male-dominated field, especially when she walks into classes and is excited to see one or two other girls taking the course.
"Any woman in engineering will tell you
Tennis men win one beaten by LA State

BY SUE BOYLAN
Daily News Writer

Cal Poly's men's tennis team split a crucial weekend beating Cal Poly Pomona 4-3 and losing 7-2 to Cal State L.A. The Mustang's record is now 2-3 for the league and 5-3 overall.

Coach Ken Peet considered these two matches to be crucial because all three teams were undefeated going into the weekend action.

"Cal State L.A. is also considered to be one of the strongest teams in this year's league," Peet said. "A win against L.A would have been very good for the Mustang's morale.

As important as good physical conditioning, Coach Peet wanted his team to be in good mental condition for the competition. He said that it could help decide the number one team in the league for this year.

The Mustangs are comparable with other teams in the conference, ability-wise. Peet said, but the team must keep the desire to win through-out each match. Peet describes this as keeping a "high level of intensity." Friday's victory against Pomona was "a good team victory" Peet said. "Everybody did what they had to do to win," he said.

"Cal State L.A. is a very talented team, but we didn't play our best tennis. We weren't mentally prepared," Peet stated.

The Mustang's were "flat," Peet said. The coach said he was pleased about the loss, "We had chances but, we didn't quite pull it off." The coach was happy with the strong wins of the Mustangs' fifth singles Andrew Weber; 7-4, 6-0 and sixth singles Bill Frink, 6-0, 7-6. Fourth singles Ken Ueltzam played well even through he lost his match 6-7, 4-6, the coach said.

Peet is pleased with his young first and sixth singles players.

Because individual match victories earn points for the team as a whole in the conference tournament in April, Peet said the Mustangs still have a chance at the league title.

SUMMARY

CAL POLY (SLO) DEF. CAL POLY (POMONA) 6-0, 6-0, 2nd singles Louis Lam (LA) def. Martin Dyddell (SLO) 7-6, 6-3; 3rd singles Brent Bevard (LA) def. Tom Morris (SLO) 6-2, 7-6; 4th singles Tom Yamaguchi (LA) def. Ken Ueltzen (CP) 7-6, 4-6; 5th singles Andrew Weber (SLO) def. Tom Fegarty (Pom) 6-1, 6-2; 6th singles Bill Frink (SLO) def. Tony Grieb (Pom) 6-4, 6-3, 7-6.

1st doubles Chappel-Dyddell (SLO) def. Loo-Peck (CP) 7-6, 6-3; 2nd doubles Willie-Kirt (Pom) def. Weber-Frink (SLO) 6-3, 6-7; 3rd doubles Ueltzam-Morris (SLO) def. Antanopolis-Bill De Rango (Pom) 6-3, 6-4.

SUMMARY

CAL STATE L.A. DEF. CAL POLY 7-5

1st singles Rolly Zalameda (LA) def. Robb Chappel (CP) 6-3, 6-2; 2nd singles Louis Lam (LA) def. Martin Dyddell (SLO) 7-6, 6-4; 3rd singles Brent Bevard (LA) def. Tom Morris (SLO) 6-2, 7-6; 4th singles Tom Yamaguchi (LA) def. Ken Ueltzen (CP) 7-6, 4-6; 5th singles Andrew Weber (SLO) def. Tom Fegarty (Pom) 6-1, 6-2; 6th singles Bill Frink (CP) def. Brett Dawson (LA) 6-0, 6-2.

1st doubles Zalameda-M. Lam (LA) def. Chappel-M. Dyddell (SLO) 6-4, 6-0.

1st singles Rolly Zalameda (LA) def. Robb Chappel (CP) 6-3, 6-2; 2nd singles Louis Lam (LA) def. Martin Dyddell (SLO) 7-6, 6-4; 3rd singles Brent Bevard (LA) def. Tom Morris (SLO) 6-2, 7-6; 4th singles Tom Yamaguchi (LA) def. Ken Ueltzen (CP) 7-6, 4-6; 5th singles Andrew Weber (SLO) def. Tom Fegarty (Pom) 6-1, 6-2; 6th singles Bill Frink (SLO) def. Tony Grieb (Pom) 6-4, 6-3, 7-6.

1st doubles Chappel-Dyddell (SLO) def. Loo-Peck (CP) 7-6, 6-3; 2nd doubles Willie-Kirt (Pom) def. Weber-Frink (SLO) 6-3, 6-7; 3rd doubles Ueltzam-Morris (SLO) def. Antanopolis-Bill De Rango (Pom) 6-3, 6-4.

SUMMARY

CAL STATE L.A. DEF. CAL POLY 7-5

1st singles Rolly Zalameda (LA) def. Robb Chappel (CP) 6-3, 6-2; 2nd singles Louis Lam (LA) def. Martin Dyddell (SLO) 7-6, 6-4; 3rd singles Brent Bevard (LA) def. Tom Morris (SLO) 6-2, 7-6; 4th singles Tom Yamaguchi (LA) def. Ken Ueltzen (CP) 7-6, 4-6; 5th singles Andrew Weber (SLO) def. Tom Fegarty (Pom) 6-1, 6-2; 6th singles Bill Frink (CP) def. Brett Dawson (LA) 6-0, 6-2.

1st doubles Zalameda-M. Lam (LA) def. Chappel-M. Dyddell (SLO) 6-4, 6-0.
Gregor Robin was the second Cal Poly runner to finish last Saturday's Red Cross Marathon. Robin is shown above after 23 miles.

Coloradoans walk in - run out with Marathon

Tom Terrill from Adams State (Colorado) was out in front from start to finish. He qualified for the Olympic trials this summer. Behind Terrill is Robert Hollister from Cal Poly. Hollister finished third overall. 1, Terrill, 2:18.28; 2, Peter Magdalina, 2:31.43; 3, Hollister, 2:42.04; 4, Dan Rueckert, 2:44.16; 5, Gregor Robin, 2:47.42; 6, Mark Drake, 2:50.37; 7, Robert Nanning, 2:50.56.

A Sports commentary

Over the hill Ali to try again

BY DAVE BONTA
Daily Sports Writer

Being able to retire at the top of one's sport is probably the toughest thing a great athlete can do. Few have done it—Jim Brown in football and Bill Russell in basketball are notable exceptions.

Most, however, never face up to that reality and continue to play past their prime. A shining example of such an athlete was Willie Mays.

Mays finished his career as a player for the New York Mets. The owner of the Mets had the nostalgic idea that Mays should end his baseball days in the city from which he started. It was a nice concept; if you are into sentimentality. But it resulted in Mays—prolonging an already overextended career a few more years. The outcome was that Mays terminated his baseball exploits as a spot player and pinch hitter, That's okay for a mediocre player, but having a player of Mays' past glory ending up a pinch hitter is akin to having Sir Laurence Olivier ending his acting career as a guest host on the Tonight show. It's embarrassing.

There is today another famous athlete who is making the same mistake by trying to go beyond his physical capabilities; namely, Muhammad Ali.

Ali apparently is not satisfied with being a three-time heavyweight champion, and now wants to go for four. He has also said he is fighting again to financially help his Muslim religion. For whatever reason, Ali is trying to regain the past, and not even he—"the greatest"—can do that.

Ali was fortunate the last time he regained the championship. He had only to contend with an inexperienced and fluke champion in the person of Leon Spinks. (Presently, Spinks is trying to fight his way out of obscurity to get another title shot.) Ali won't have that luxury this time when he faces WBA champion John Tate. Tate is an experienced fighter who defeated quality opponents on the way to the title. More dangerous than the physical threat of Tate, though, will be the resulting loss of Ali's prestige. Prior to the three years of idleness imposed upon him by the federal government for refusing to submit to his draft notice, Ali was a great fighter.

Because people have a tendency to recall the last images of a great athlete, an Ali defeat would undoubtedly cause a great many to remember him as an over-the-hill fighter who did not know when to say enough. It is a shame because then the magic he brought to the ring will be forgotten.